The effect of local immunotherapy for breast cancer using a mixture of OK-432 and fibrinogen supplemented with activated macrophages.
OK-432 is an immunomodulatory agent prepared from a strain of Streptococcus pyogenes. We have previously reported that intratumoral injection of a mixture of OK-432 and fibrinogen (hereinafter referred to as OK/fbg) is very effective in the local immunotherapy for colorectal cancer. However, we found that the intratumoral injection of OK/fbg into tumor tissues of breast cancers did not always induce a strong antitumor effect. With conventional OK/fbg treatment, tumor necrosis observed in breast cancer tumors was significantly less than that in colorectal cancer tumors; the formation of fibrin meshwork and macrophage infiltration, in particular, were poor. In this study, the OK/fbg mixture was supplemented with activated macrophages for local immunotherapy of breast cancers. Macrophages were prepared from peripheral blood of breast cancer patients and activated with 0.05 mg/ml of OK-432. Between 2-7 days before operation, a single intratumoral injection of the above mixtures was done. The addition of activated macrophages to the OK/fbg mixture resulted in marked degrees of fibrin meshwork formation, macrophage infiltration and cancer cell necrosis. These findings suggest that the recruitment of macrophages in tumor stroma and their activation are necessary for sufficient induction of antitumor immunity, and supplementation of activated macrophages at the site of immune reaction may be an alternative method for reinforcement of the antitumor effect of local immunotherapy.